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Abstract
In a failed supernova, partial ejection of the progenitor’s outer envelope can occur due to weak-
ening of the core’s gravity by neutrino emission in the protoneutron star phase. We consider
emission when this ejecta sweeps up the circumstellar material, analogous to supernova rem-
nants (SNRs). We focus on failed explosions of blue supergiants, and find that the emission can
be bright in soft X-rays. Due to its soft emission, we find that sources in the Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC) are more promising to detect than those in the Galactic disk. These remnants are
characteristic in smallness (<∼ 10 pc) and slowness (100s of km s−1) compared to typical SNRs.
Although the expected number of detectable sources is small (up to a few by eROSITA 4-year
all-sky survey), prospects are better for deeper surveys targeting the LMC. Detection of these
“failed SNRs” will realize observational studies of mass ejection upon black hole formation.
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1 Introduction

Stellar mass black holes (BHs) are nowadays routinely

found as X-ray (Remillard & McClintock 2006; Corral-

Santana et al. 2016) and gravitational-wave (Abbott et al.

2019; Abbott et al. 2020) sources. A major pathway

to form them is believed to be the gravitational col-

lapse of massive stars. This is proposed to explain the

absence of supernova (SN) progenitors in certain mass

ranges (e.g. Kochanek et al. 2008; Smartt et al. 2009), as

well as the mass distribution of observed BHs (Kochanek

2014; Raithel et al. 2018). Theoretical works also find

that stars having compact cores likely fail to revive the

shock formed upon core bounce (e.g. O’Connor & Ott

2011; Sukhbold et al. 2016; Ertl et al. 2016), resulting in

“failed supernovae” that leave behind BHs.

Even if the bounce shock cannot propagate, some mass

can still be ejected from the collapsing star. At the pro-

toneutron star phase preceding BH formation, the core de-

creases its gravitational mass due to neutrino emission, by

up to a few 10% in a few seconds (e.g., O’Connor & Ott

2013). The sudden loss of gravity creates a sound pulse,

which steepens into a shock and can eventually shed the

outer envelope once it propagates to the star’s surface

(Nadezhin 1980; Lovegrove & Woosley 2013; Fernández

et al. 2018; Coughlin et al. 2018a; Coughlin et al. 2018b).

Table 1 shows the parameters of the ejecta obtained

from recent hydrodynamical simulations of mass ejec-

tion, for different types of progenitors (Fernández et al.

2018; Tsuna et al. 2020; see also Ivanov & Fernández 2021).

The dependence of the ejecta parameters on progenitor

types can be understood from the compactness of their

envelopes. Red supergiants (RSGs) have loose envelopes,

which realize ejection of a good fraction of its envelope but

with a slow velocity. Wolf-Rayet stars (WRs) have com-

pact envelopes with large binding energy, which makes the

ejecta very light but fast. The parameters of the ejecta

from blue supergiants (BSGs) lie in the middle of the two.

When the ejecta collide with the circumstellar medium

(CSM), shock-heated gas generates emission analogous to

supernova remnants (SNRs). The focus of this study

is to understand the emission of these “failed supernova
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Model Mej [M�] Eej [erg] vej [km s−1]

RSG 4 2× 1047 70

BSG-1 0.1 6× 1047 800

BSG-2 0.05 2× 1047 630

WR 5× 10−4 3× 1046 2000

Table 1. Typical parameters of ejected material from a failed su-

pernova, for each type of star. Columns are: type of massive star,

ejecta mass, ejecta kinetic energy, and the velocity (
√

2Eej/Mej).

The parameters of the ejecta are taken from Fernández et al.

(2018), except for BSG-1 that is from Tsuna et al. (2020).

remnants”, and estimate the detectability of the sources

in the Galaxy and the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).

Observation of failed SNRs will be important to uncover

the properties of mass ejection upon BH formation, for

which observational clues are scarce at present.

In this work we mainly consider failed SNRs from BSGs,

and find that they may be detectable as soft X-ray sources.

We find that the all-sky survey by eROSITA (Merloni et al.

2012) may detect up to a few sources, likely in the LMC.

This letter is constructed as follows. In Section 2 we

estimate the event rate of these sources, and present our

methods for obtaining the X-ray light curve. We show our

results in Section 3. In Section 4 we apply our results to

estimate the detectability, and briefly comment on failed

SNRs from progenitors other than BSGs.

2 Failed SNRs by Blue Supergiants

2.1 Event rate

A major factor that sets the detectability is the event rate

of failed SNe from BSGs in our Galaxy and LMC. These

are uncertain, but can be roughly estimated as follows.

The (successful) explosions of BSGs are often tied to

Type II-pec SNe, the representative being SN 1987A. This

class accounts for around 2% of core-collapse SNe (Smartt

et al. 2009; Kleiser et al. 2011; Pastorello et al. 2012).

Assuming this class is the one and only class of BSG ex-

plosions and using the Galactic core-collapse SN rate ∼
3×10−2 yr−1 (Adams et al. 2013), the Galactic rate of BSG

explosions is ∼ 6×10−4 yr−1. The fraction of failed SNe is

estimated for core-collapse of RSGs (Adams et al. 2017a),

with a median value ≈ 0.14. However, this fraction is un-

constrained for BSGs, and can be much larger. There are

several studies that claim BH formation from a BSG could

explain (at least a fraction of) optical or radio transients of

unknown origin (Kashiyama & Quataert 2015; Kashiyama

et al. 2018; Tsuna et al. 2020), which all occur at a rate of

a few % of core-collapse SNe. The fact that SN 1987A was

a successful SN may imply that the number of failures is

at most comparable to the number of successes. We thus

estimate the Galactic rate RMW of failed BSG explosions

to be in the range RMW ∼ 10−4–10−3 yr−1. For the LMC,

home to SN 1987A, the present-day star formation rate

is about 0.4 M� yr−1 (Harris & Zaritsky 2009), which is

about 1/5–1/2 of our Galaxy (e.g. Robitaille & Whitney

2010; Davies et al. 2011; Licquia & Newman 2015). Thus

the corresponding event rate in the LMC, RLMC, is likely

to be lower by a similar factor. In summary, we adopt

RMW = 3× 10−4yr−1,RLMC = 10−4yr−1 as representative

values, but we should keep in mind the uncertainties in

these rates spanning an order of magnitude.

Overall, the timescale of interest is ∼ 104 years; are

SNRs from failed BSG explosions detectable at this age?

2.2 Light Curve Modelling

For SNRs of core-collapse origin, just outside the star lies

the stellar wind emitted prior to core-collapse. Outside

this depends on the evolution history of the progenitor

(e.g., Dwarkadas 2007). Here we consider a simple pro-

file of three phases, a BSG wind, shell created by mass

lost mostly during the preceding RSG phase, and a bubble

created by the main-sequence wind. We assume the shell

to be homogeneous with total mass Msh = 10M�, and the

outermost bubble to have number density 0.01 cm−3 and

temperature 106 K (Castor et al. 1975). The choice of

Msh is inspired by the mass lost for the BSG progenitor

adopted in Fernández et al. (2018). The outer extent of

the RSG shell is set by the equilibrium between the RSG

wind’s ram pressure and the pressure in the bubble pbubble

r1 ≈
(
ṀRSGvw,RSG

4πpbubble

)1/2

∼ 7 pc

(
ṀRSGvw,RSG

10−3M�yr−1km s−1

)1/2(
pbubble

10−12 erg cm−3

)−1/2

.(1)

We adopt ṀRSG = 3× 10−5M� yr−1,vw,RSG = 25 km s−1.

The inner extent r2 is set to where the BSG wind’s ram

pressure is equivalent to pbubble

r2 ∼ 2 pc

(
Ṁvw

10−4M� yr−1km s−1

)1/2(
pbubble

10−12 erg cm−3

)−1/2

.(2)

where Ṁ, vw are the mass loss rate and wind velocity at

the BSG phase. The number density in the shell is given

as 3Msh/4πmp(r31 − r32), where mp is the proton mass.

For BSGs vw is of order 100 km s−1, but Ṁ can have a

large variation. For the BSG progenitor used in Fernández

et al. (2018) and Tsuna et al. (2020), the effective tem-

perature and radius are 15000 K and 100R� respectively.

A recent model of line-driven stellar wind (Krtička et al.

2021) predicts BSGs with these parameters have winds of
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vw ≈ 100 km s−1 and Ṁ ≈ 1.5× 10−6M� yr−1. For sim-

plicity we fix vw as 100 km s−1, and vary Ṁ as four values

around the above prediction: {0.3,1,3,6}×10−6M� yr−1.

We consider BSG ejecta with parameters of BSG-1,

BSG-2 in Table 1. Initially the ejecta are heavier than the

swept-up wind, and they are in a coasting phase. This con-

tinues until the ejecta sweep up CSM equal to its own mass,

from which the ejecta decelerate (Sedov phase). During

these adiabatic phases, the radius and velocity of the for-

ward shock rsh,vsh evolve by the following set of equations

vsh(t+ ∆t) = vsh(t)

[
Mej + δM(t)

Mej + δM(t+ ∆t)

]1/2
(3)

δM(t+ ∆t) = δM(t) + 4πr2shnCSMmpmax(vsh− vw,0)∆t(4)

rsh(t+ ∆t) = rsh(t) + vsh∆t, (5)

where δM is the swept-up mass. When the shock is radia-

tive, equation (3) becomes a momentum-conserving one

vsh(t+ ∆t) = vsh(t)

[
Mej + δM(t)

Mej + δM(t+ ∆t)

]
. (6)

The initial condition is set to be δM = 0, v = vej, and

r = 100 R�, the last being the typical radius of BSGs. As

particles in the shell move at random directions, vw is set

to zero after the shock enters the shell. When the shock

exits the shell, vsh < 100 km s−1, and will thus merge with

the bubble. We set vsh to zero from this epoch.

We assume that a strong shock forms between the ejecta

and the CSM, and that equipartition between electrons

and ions will be achieved. The shock is assumed to be

adiabatic with index 5/3 (compression ratio 4) through-

out, although this can change during the evolution. The

temperature of immediate downstream at time t is then

obtained from the jump conditions as

kBTd(t) =
3

16
µmp[vsh(t)− vw]2

∼ 0.6 keV
(

µ

0.62

)(
vsh(t)− vw
700 km s−1

)2

(7)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and µ is the mean

molecular weight, which we set to the solar metallicity

value 0.62. We thus expect emission in soft X-rays, likely

dominated by line emission. The cooling timescale for a

CSM swept up at time t is

tcool(t) =
1.5(4nCSM)kBTd(t)

(4nCSM)2Λ

∼ 105 yr
(
nCSM

1 cm−3

)−1( kBTd

0.6 keV

)(
Λ(Td)

10−22cgs

)−1

(8)

where Λ(T ) is the temperature-dependent cooling function.

We use the tabulated data of the cooling function obtained

in Schure et al. (2009), which assumes collisional ionization

equilibrium and solar metallicity.

We calculate the luminosity as follows. At a given time

t, the cooling timescale defines an adiabatic region in the

downstream, i.e. the CSM which crossed the shock at time

t′, radius r′ that still contributes to the luminosity at t.

The luminosity is defined as the integral within this region

LX(t)≈
∫

4πr′2dr′
(
rsh
r′

)3

×
[

4nCSM(r′) ·
(
rsh
r′

)−3
]2

×
[
ηX

(
Td(t′)

(
rsh
r′

)−2
)

Λ

(
Td(t′)

(
rsh
r′

)−2
)]

(9)

where the factors regarding powers of (rsh/r
′) are for tak-

ing into account adiabatic expansion, and ηX(T ) is a pa-

rameter that determines the fraction of the cooling radia-

tion that goes to the X-ray energy range of interest. X-ray

emission is non-negligible for kBT >∼ 0.1 keV, while kBT

below this value would result in too weak X-ray emission.

The value of ηX would also depend on the energy range of

the detector; in the next section we will discuss the case

for observation by the eROSITA all-sky survey.

3 Results

We first present the evolution of the shock and the cooling

timescale for the BSG-1 model. The evolution is essentially

the same for the BSG-2 model, and we do not show them

here. We then show the X-ray light curves calculated from

our model, for both BSG-1 and BSG-2 models.

The radius and velocity of the shock for the BSG-1

model are in Figure 1. The shock evolutions are similar

up to 103 years, when the ejecta are in the coasting phase.

We see a sudden change in the evolutions when the ejecta

reach r= r2, because of the sudden density increase of fac-

tor ∼ 100 during the transition to the shell. This occurs

later for higher Ṁ , as is clear from equation (2).

We next discuss the cooling at the immediate down-

stream. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the cooling time

tcool(t). Initially the value of tcool rises, as tcool∝n−1
CSM∝r

2

in the coasting phase. Then tcool suddenly drops when the

shock reaches the radius r = r2, due to the sudden rise of

the density. The value of tcool further drops as the shock

decelerates and Λ increases. Then the shock front becomes

radiative at around 104 years. From this point the shock

velocity has dropped to <∼ 100 km s−1, and the immediate

downstream will not contribute to the X-ray luminosity.

The main contribution is from the plasma heated to X-ray

temperatures when the shock was still fast, and have not

yet cooled down much by expansion.

We estimate the detectability of failed SNRs from BSGs

by the eROSITA all-sky survey, which covers an energy

range of 0.5–2 keV in the soft X-ray band. To consider this

we first calculate X-ray spectra using a spectral synthesis

code that takes into account ionization and line emission of
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Fig. 1. Radius and velocity of the forward shock as a function of time for the BSG-1 model. The different markers indicate different values of Ṁ .

Fig. 2. Cooling timescale of the shock downstream as a function of time for
the BSG-1 model. The dashed line shows the relation tcool = t.

elements up to iron (Masai 1984; Masai 1994), and obtain

ηX(T ). ηX(T ) in the range of interest, for solar and LMC

metallicities (Maggi et al. 2016), are shown in Figure 3. In

this work we use the solar metallicity values for kBT > 0.1

keV, and set ηX = 0 otherwise. This may slightly overes-

timate LX for the LMC sources, but only by order 10%1.

The X-ray light curves calculated using this ηX for mod-

els BSG-1 and BSG-2 are shown in Figure 4. We see that

the shapes of the curves are similar, with monotonic decay

and rebrightening when the forward shock crosses r = r2

and the density increases. The curves for the BSG-1 model

generally show higher luminosity than those in the BSG-2

1 The adopted Λ is a bigger overestimation for LMC sources with lower
metallicity. At t >∼ 104yr of interest, the flux is roughly proportional to Λ.

Fig. 3. The fraction of the bolometric luminosity emitted in the energy range
0.5-2 keV, as a function of temperature T . This is obtained from spectra

calculated by a numerical code formulated in Masai (1994).

model, since vej is larger and the downstream plasma can

longer maintain X-ray temperatures.

At t ∼ 104 years that we are interested in, the domi-

nant emission thus comes from r ≈ r2. The angular reso-

lution of eROSITA is 30 arcseconds (Merloni et al. 2012).

This corresponds to a diameter of 1.5 pc for a hypothet-

ical Galactic source 10 kpc away, while it is 7.5 pc for

sources in the LMC that are 50 kpc away. Since r2 is

about a few pc, Galactic sources are likely extended while

LMC sources are marginally point sources. The sensitiv-

ity of eROSITA’s 4-year all-sky survey in the energy range

0.5−2 keV is 1.1 (3.4)×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 for point (ex-

tended) sources (Merloni et al. 2012). The horizontal lines

in Figure 4 show the corresponding minimum detectable

luminosity for the Galaxy and LMC. We note that the sen-
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sitivities are under the assumption of very little absorption,

with column density NH = 3×1020 cm−2. This is too opti-

mistic for Galactic sources, that are likely in the direction

of the Galactic disk. As we see later, this assumption of

small absorption is valid only for nearby (< 1 kpc) ones.

4 Discussion
From Figure 4, we obtain the observable duration of SNRs

from failed SNe from BSGs, depending on the mass-loss

rate Ṁ . Table 2 shows the results for each BSG model, for

a Galactic source 10 kpc away and a source in the LMC.

For Galactic sources, the maximum number of de-

tectable sources, assuming an optimisticRMW =10−3 yr−1

and negligible absorption, is ≈ 100. However, an impor-

tant caveat here is the assumption of low column density to

estimate the sensitivity. Soft X-rays at around 1 keV start

to be significantly absorbed when NH exceeds 1021 cm−2.

Assuming the HI gas in the ISM has number density of

10 cm−3 and filling fraction 3% in the solar vicinity (Tsuna

et al. 2018), the observable sources in our Galaxy would be

limited to within ∼ 1 kpc. The fraction of core-collapse oc-

curring within 1 kpc from us is ∼ 1% (Adams et al. 2013),

which means that we actually can observe only 1% of the

≤ 100 sources. We thus conclude that Galactic sources

would be difficult to detect, as we do not expect to have a

source this nearby within the detectable period.

On the other hand, sources in the LMC can be more

promising, as the typical foreground column density is low

(NH < 1021 cm−2; Maggi et al. 2016). For sources in the

LMC, the maximum time window of sources being brighter

than the eROSITA sensitivity is 2×104(2×103) yr for the

BSG-1 (BSG-2) model. For our event rate of 10−4 yr−1,

there are 2 (0.2) detectable sources. However we note that

(i) this is limited by flux rather than number of sources,

and deeper surveys targeting the LMC can yield up to fac-

tor 5 more detections, (ii) fallback accretion, which may be

common for BSGs (Fernández et al. 2018), may give addi-

tional energy to the ejecta and enhance X-ray emission.

In summary, the eROSITA all-sky survey with duration

of 4 years may detect up to a few “failed supernova rem-

nants” from BSGs, likely those in the LMC. These sources

are expected to have the following characteristics:

• They have small size of order a few pcs, and slow shock

velocities of 100s of km s−1.

• The thermal emission is mainly bright in soft X-rays,

but dim in hard X-rays beyond a few keV.

• The spectra significantly lack signatures of heavy ele-

ments that should be created in normal SNRs, such as

oxygen and iron. This is because the explosion is weak

with negligible synthesis of heavy elements, and only the

surface of the star compose the ejecta.

Detection of these sources enable observational studies of

mass ejection upon the formation of BHs. While we as-

sumed a simple spherical ejecta and CSM, there can be

asymmetries. This can be probed by telescopes with much

better angular resolution like Chandra (Weisskopf et al.

2002), and may reveal some information of the progenitor.

Finally we briefly comment on the detectability of failed

SNRs from other types of progenitors (RSGs and WRs).

Although the rates of BH formation from RSGs and WRs

may be higher than that of BSGs, we predict that these

are more difficult to be detectable as SNRs.

For RSGs, the ejecta velocity is slow, and the

downstream temperature is a few eV assuming a

strong shock. The cooling function is high enough

that the shock becomes radiative. At the radia-

tive limit the luminosity is L ≈ 2πr2shnCSMmpv
3
sh ∼

10L�
(
vsh/70 km s−1

)3(
Ṁ/10−5M�yr−1

)(
vw/10 km s−1

)−1
.

We thus predict a source with typical luminosity <∼ 10L�,

but having a pc-scale thin-shell structure for an SNR of

age 104 yr. These sources are likely challenging to find by

current optical/UV surveys. Perhaps the most promising

strategy of probing failed SNe from RSGs is directly

monitoring a large number of them, which was done in the

past decade and identified a strong candidate (Kochanek

et al. 2008; Gerke et al. 2015; Adams et al. 2017b).

For WRs, the ejecta are light and thus decelerate very

rapidly. For a typical WR wind of Ṁ = 10−5M� yr−1

and vw = 103 km s−1, the Sedov timescale is only order 10

years. The ejecta velocity soon after becomes comparable

to the vw, after which the forward shock vanishes.
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